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The Laughing Body is the result of a 12 month research project, developed 
by choreographer Marcos Simoes, in the context of the a.pass | a.pt train-
ing  programme. 
 His research trajectory can be traced throughout this publication, as 
well as in a performance and an exhibition that were shown in Antwerp 
(deSingel and lopitâl) in April & May 2009. These works were created in 
collaboration with video maker Marcelo Mardones, composer Christophe 
Albertijn and dancer and choreographer Varinia Canto Vila. All the work 
circles around the notion of the Laughing Body as a significant contem-
porary body strategy in times of confusion and dispersion of meaning.
 This book contains thoughts, visual impressions and collages, reveal-
ing out of different perspectives and practices the challenge posed by  
the Laughing Body.
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The Laughing Body was developed within the context 
of the research programme a.pass a.pt. 

a.pass is a post-master artistic research environment 
containing two study programmes: a.pt and a.s.  
 a.pt (advanced performance training) is mainly 
aimed at artists and theoreticians with proven expe-
rience in developing work in the performance field 
who want to question their own work, re-evaluate 
their trajectory, or explore a fascination that doesn’t 
fit institutional standards. 
 a.s (advanced scenography) welcomes artists and 
theoreticians who want to investigate the notion of 
scenography on and off the stage. The programme 
offers practice-based artistic and theoretical input 
to professionals and newcomers in the field who 
wish to expand their thinking about scenography. 
 a.pass welcomes participants with a master’s 
degree in either a practical or theoretical study 
programme and invites them to develop a personal 
practice-based research project, using the princi-
ples of self-organization and collaboration.   
 The a.pass training programme of both a.pt and 
a.s, takes 12 months and is organized in a rotating 
system of three blocks of three months each. At the 
start of each block new participants are admitted 
on the basis of their research proposals. At the end 
of the programme the participants present the 
results of their research to the public. 
 Based on the same principles of transdisci-
plinarity a.pass operates an autonomous research 
platform that can be used in the development of  
a PhD in the Arts. 
 
For up-to-date information on the projects,  
please visit our website: www.apass.be 
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‘Laughter is an affection arising from sudden transformation of a strained expectation into nothing’
emmanuel kant
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laughing as a sensation, as a body experience

What happens to a body in a laughing experience? 
Laughing is not just an action: 
the body goes through several steps before arriving at the stage of laughter. 
Laughter is directly related to a certain perspective,
a way of seeing, perceiving and feeling things. 
Laughter as a release and as a relief.  

The starting point for this work is to consider the laughing body as a hypothetical 
permanent body. The body passes through different states before arriving at the 
laughing point. I use the phrase of Kant as the beginning of my analysis of these dif-
ferent states. The expectation the body creates is an expectation that suddenly dis-
perses into nothingness. It is the fact of falling into this state of incongruity, that 
creates the laughing fit.
 When I think about a body completely absorbed in laughter, I think about a body 
out of control: the laughter takes possession of all the muscles, all the movements. 
The body doesn’t arrive at controlling its movements, it falls into a state of no direc-
tion nor reference. The laughing body is a body lost in its movements, a body that 
tries to control itself, but gets overpowered by the laughing. The body loses its con-
tours, and constructs a distorted image, an image troubled by the laughing it can 
not control. It senses this distortion, but the ridiculous is completely ignored by the 
addiction and the pleasure of laughing. The body permits itself doing movements it 
normally would never allow.

in relation to another body

A laughing body in relation to another laughing body is a body in contagious com-
plicity. The bodies laugh at each other, they laugh through each other, and they pro-
duce laughter out of laughing. By abolishing the reason for laughing, the laughing 
state becomes its own reason: the laughing is the detonator of the laughing, it’s a 
circle, a spiral of contagious action. These bodies touch each other, they support 
each other, while at the same time drawing each other deeper and deeper into the 

‘The “blackout” that covered the Northeastern states recently,  
may be seen as a preview of such a future. Far from creating  
a mood of dread, the power failure created a mood of euphoria.  
An almost cosmic joy swept over all the darkened cities.  
Why people felt that way may never be answered’

selected writings by robert smithson
‘Entropy And The New Monuments’
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uncontrollable laughing state. These bodies are invaded by images and sounds in a 
constant loop (the one gets his own image mirrored while at the same time function-
ing as a mirror to the other), and this provokes their mutual laughter. These bodies 
create a relation in which taboos are breached, they allow each other to touch upon 
them in a way they would normally not allow. When caught in the laughing state, the 
body tends to reach out for the extreme, for a total loss of control. A contagious state, 
very close to the experience of pain, provoked by its incapacity to stop the laughing 
spasms.   
 I would like to make an analogy between ‘the laughing-out-of control-movement’ 
and the loss of references of the contemporary body. The body and its relation to 
‘le devenir’, the ‘becoming’. What are the ideological and spiritual references of the 
contemporary body? The body trapped in an in-between space where the possibili-
ties of ‘le devenir’ are blurred, the body with its impotence to prevent what is going 
to happen, without access to what it is itself creating, this body finds itself in a place 
where it does no longer find a frame of social references to cling to. The movement 
of this body is strictly attached to a belief system that is permanently put at stake, in 
a constant state of doubt. The laughing fit in this body can be seen as a survival tool: 
as an answer to our bodily need to create sense, there where every kind of sense has 
been displaced or discredited. This body’s relation to sense almost touches upon the 
non-sensical. 

 

identity

The identity of the laughing state is blurred. 
Who am I in a laughing state?
If there is no control of the self, my identity is blurred, 
the body is lost in the laughter, and loses its will. 
When it obliterates the very elements that define it,
it becomes pure laughter.  

control and out of control

Contemporary society is frequently referred to as a control society. We live under 
the constant threat of real or imaginary dangers. This state of permanent risk corre-
sponds to a state of permanent control, a preventive ‘preemptive strike-strategy’ that 
is supposed to suppress the risk. A body that is all the time being controlled, is a body 
that has come to look at itself in a very peculiar way. It is a body that has internalized 
society’s gaze, in projecting both its own and the other one’s ‘regard’ on itself.
My proposal with laughter is directly related to this ‘regard’, to this control, to this 
risk. The (individual and social) body has created a constant fear of running risks, 
the risk being so present that it avoids any kind of risk-taking altogether. The body is 
afraid to act, is continually in a state of prevention. The question now is how the body 
can acquire a sense of liberty in, or better, out of its state of control?
For me, laughter proposes another look at this continuous state of fear of acting, 
of doing, of proposing something new. Since it is exactly the sense of ‘the new’ that 
seduced society into a permanent state of fear, it has become weary of ‘new’ propos-
als. The craving for the new is tinged nowadays with a sense of impending catastro-
phe, and the fear associated with it. In this context, how can we still believe in new 
possibilities? 
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 In my perspective, humor can play a very strong role in this particular situation. 
Through laughter, the body expresses the need to create lightness, to turn around 
the embodied freight, to bring itself into a laughing state as a strategy for survival, 
to mirror our societal situation, by a subversive bodily experience. The laughter puts 
our existential situation into perspective, and adds to it a sense of release and relief.  
 But: 
What can the body create and generate in this continuous state of laughter?
What kind of movements does a body generate in this particular situation?
When the sense of catastrophe is so extremely present, can the laughter indeed func-
tion as an antidote to administer at a time of tragic awareness, and how?  

the relation sense and non-sense

The body is continuously in the act of creating sense, of constructing meaning. And 
it is this sense-making body that interests, in as far as I’d like to place it in a context 
where especially this act of constructing meaning becomes impossible to fulfill. For 
me, the field of possible interpretations today has become so huge that it started to 
resemble a black hole of meaning, which I find a very interesting concept. The black 
hole for me is a place I’d describe as a container full of energy, a place full of potenti-
ality and possibility, that nevertheless doesn’t allow for these possibilities to be real-
ized or perceived. I don’t consider the black hole as a negative space, since for me it 
is a place of mystery. A place we don’t know, of which we cannot know where it leads 
to, but which is nonetheless full of unrealizable potential. For me the laughing body 
functions in a very similar way as the black hole. If we imagine the hypothetical situa-
tion of a body completely absorbed in laughter, for me this body is a container full of 
energy (a container generated from the tension deriving from the risk-avoiding con-
trol mechanisms of the body). This body is in a continuous spiral movement, gen-
erated by these opposing energies, by a dense gravity from which it tries to liberate 
itself. 
 The continuous presence of non-sense in this space generates the continuous 
laughter, while the body at the same time unremittingly keeps trying to restore sense 
and create form. The form of this space is in a permanent state of expansion. 

black hole

Black hole: a region of space with a gravitational field so intense that no matter or 
radiation can escape.
 Black holes are probably formed when a massive star exhausts its nuclear fuel 
and collapses under its own gravity. If the star is massive enough, no known force 
can counteract the increasing gravity, and it will collapse to a point of infinite den-
sity. Before this state is reached, within a certain radius (the event hotizon), light itself 
becomes trapped and the object becomes invisible.
 Singularity (physics & mathematics): a point at which a function takes an infinite 
value: Especially in space-time when matter is infinitely dense, as at the center of a 
black hole.
 I would like to make remark on and accentuate the analogy between this space 
and creation. Creation is for me a space where the body deals with mystery, with the 
unknown and by consequence with non-sense in its strict relation towards sense. 
It is a place full of possibilities, where the form, the sense is not yet pre-dictated, 
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so creation is still possible, new associations can be generated, new logics can be 
revealed. Singularity (as at the center of the black hole), is the point where the body 
needs to be, where creation can appear and be revealed. With laughter my intention 
is to show this field, to put the body in this point of potentiality. Revealing the body 
absorbed by laughter, by this spiral movement where the non-sense is very present. 
I would like to show the body in relation to the non-sense, the movements it gener-
ates in this field. Movements that are built up through sensations. I can only define a 
body absorbed in its laughter state, in pure hypothetical form and consequently only 
defined by sensation.   

sensation

Sensation:

 that happens to or comes into contact with the body

Origin: early 17th century: from Medieval Latin sensatio (n-) from Latin sensus (sense) 

Laughter starts with sensation. To make this sensation visible, its intensity has to 
become so present that the body itself becomes this ‘sensorial space’. I have to throw 
myself into this sensorial space to be able to work from and on it. The intensity of this 
sensation is stretched, exaggerated to the extreme that the body confronts itself in a 
space that blurs every kind of sense-making. The body is challenged by this unknown 

‘The museum of the void’ 
by Robert Smithson 
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space, in which it becomes unrepresentable. Everything becomes an exaggeration. 
By laughing, I throw myself in the void, in the not-knowing of what is there. A place 
where language is uncertain, language is confronted by non-knowledge, by a non-
space, to a place where knowledge and space are not defined. The body becomes sen-
sation. The object (body) is dragged in by the subject (sensation/laughter). For me 
singularity is the point where all these occurrences can happen, where creation can 
succeed. Taking the above-mentioned definition of singularity, in which singular-
ity is defined as the point where a function takes on an infinite value, for me this is 
analogous to the starting point of creation, in which the artist has to find himself, in 
which possibility acquires an infinite value too. The artist is dragged out by the black 
hole, out of this point, where he doesn’t know what he will engender, and he just lets 
himself be carried out, dragged into creation by the non-space, by non-knowledge, 
by sensation. 

‘Je suis le peintre de l’espace. Soyons honnêtes,  
pour peindre l’espace, je dois me rendre sur place,  

dans cette espace même.’ – yves klein
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the body in relation to the void

My proposal with ‘the laughing body’ is an attempt to represent the body in its rela-
tion to the void. Maybe I could replace the word ‘void’ by ‘nothing’, but even though I 
feel tempted to do so, this substitution seems particularly delicate. For me, the void 
and nothingness are strictly related. They become the same or, maybe better, they 
interlace themselves until the point of almost overlapping through sensation. The 
body in its relation to the void is directly associated to nothingness, but this nothing-
ness and this void are at the same time not empty spaces, they are spaces full of move-
ment, full of happenings. Only these movements in some way seem to be non-sensi-
cal movements. In these terms I can name them void, emptiness and nothingness. 

The body in relation to the absence of sense. 
When the body is dragged out by the laughter,  
it carries these same characteristics in somehow, 
this loss of references, 
these out-of-control movements with no concrete direction, 
this presence of two opposite forces like gravity and lightness, 
the voice that just emits a sound with a particular vibration  
but no particular language, 
this presence of incongruity, distortion and the blurred, 
this expression of the faces with no particular references  
to what they mean, 
etc, etc....
The laughing body proposes another way of reading 
and looking at the body.
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“L’essence de ce comique (comique absolu) est de 
paraître s’ignorer lui-meme et de developper chez le 
spectateur, ou plutôt chez le lecteur, la joie de sa pro-
pre supériorité et la joie de la supériorité de l’homme 
sur la nature. Les artistes créent le comique; ayant 
etudié et rassemblé les éléments du comique, ils savent 
que tel être est comique, et qu’il n’est qu’à la condition 
d’ignorer sa nature; de même que par une loi inverse, 
l’artiste n’est artiste qu’à la condition d’être double et 
d’ignorer aucun phénomène de sa double nature.”
 baudelaire ‘L’essence du rire’

A joke can be defined as a structure, that guides the 
listener into a certain story or action that seems 
to make sense, until the moment the punch line 
arrives and the sense is completely inverted. The 
punch line breaks up the sense of the structure 
opening up a completely non-sensical space. The 
punch line is the line upon which sense and non-
sense meet each other, provoking the appearance 
of laughter.
 I am especially interested in the punch line ef-
fect, in the meeting point where sense is complete-
ly subverted into non-sense. Where logic falls into 
the absurd, into nothingness, and as a reaction 
towards this switch the body ejects the laughter. 
The perspective is completely switched around, 
the logic is turned upside down. 
 Punch line (decisao/decision) is a video-sound-
installation in which the body falls into laughter 
after being hit by the punch line. The body of the 
artist and his relation with laughter. Why does this 
body fall into laughter? Where is the punch line 
situated? What is the relation between laughter 
and art? 

The body of the artist is a split body, a body that 
is at the same time one and another. The comic 
always springs from a dual relation: the one who 
makes laugh and the spectator that laughs at. The 
body of an artist is at the same time the body that 
initiates the laughing, and the body (the spectator) 
that laughs. The body of an artist is the body that 
exists in an in-between space, in the singularity 
space, which is the place of the contemporary body 
and the political body, the place of the fracture. 
What is this fracture place? This place where the 
body deals with the space of possibilities, the space 
of non-sense, non-knowledge, non-language. The 
space of creation, where the body deals with other 
kinds of knowledge. The laughable logics in a cer-
tain sense. The game space. 

Robert Smithson defined this space as the “haha”-
dimension (the fourth dimension), when he makes 
an analogy between the different types of laughter 
and geometrical forms. 

 ‘Fuller was told by certain scientists that the fourth 
dimension was “ha-ha,” in other words, that it is 
laughter. Perhaps it is. It is well to remember that the 
seemingly topsy-turvy world revealed by Lewis Carroll 
did spring from a well-ordered mathematical mind. 
Martin Gardner in his “The Annotated Alice,” notes 
that in science fiction story “Mimsy were the Boro-
goves”, the author Lewis Padgett presents the Jabber-
wocky as a secret language from the future, and that if 
rightly understood, it would explain a way of entering 
the fourth dimension. The highly ordered non-sense of 
Carroll, suggests that there might be a similar way to 
treat laughter. Laughter is in a sense a kind of entropic 
“verbalization.” How could artists translate this ver-
bal entropy, that is “ha-ha,” into “solid models”?

the laughing works
 
punch line (decisao/decision) | laughingdrawings | laughingwalk | laughingame

punch line (decisao/decision)

 the final phrase of a joke, providing the humorous or dramatic point.
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 Let us now define the different types of Generalized 
Laughter, according to the six main crystal systems: 
the ordinary laugh is cubic or square (Isometric), the 
chuckle is a triangle or pyramid (Tetragonal), the gig-
gle is a hexagon or rhomboid (Hexagonal), the titter 
is prismatic (Orthorhombic), the snicker is oblique 
(Monoclinic), the guffaw is asymmetric (Triclinic). ‘
 robert smithson

Are we still able to generate these solid models,  
is this body still capable of new propositions?  
My work questions this proposal. What kind of 
work am I producing? What kind of work can I  
produce through laughter? The relation to the 
laughter as a waste of energy, discharged energy 
that normally falls into the void. How can I use  
this energy to create work?

Giorgio Agamben in ‘Qu’est ce que le contempo-
rain?’ puts the question, ‘from who and from what 
are we contemporary? And what means to be con-
temporary?’ 
 Giorgio Agamben situates the contemporary 
in the rupture, in the fragment, or to be more con-
crete, in the ‘déphasage’ between the ‘actuel’ and 
the ‘inactuel’, between the light and the obscure. 
Defining someone as contemporary, is saying 
that he doesn’t totally belong to his time, that he 
stands in this fracture, from where he’s more able 
to understand his time. The fracture is the place 
to take a distance from your time. This fracture is 
the point where past and future meet each other, 
where the ‘visible’ and the ‘invisible’ touch upon 
each other. Agamben defines the invisible as a 
place full of activity, the eye activity, the off-cells  
activity (the activity of the eyes in absence of light), 
from which he brings a certain light, visibilty that 

is located in this obscure space. This obscure space 
is for me the center of the black hole, the point 
where a function takes on an infinite value.  
 The point of fracture where the contemporary 
body is situated marks the point for creation.  
In other words: Singularity?

Is singularity not the same thing as the punch line? 
Singularity as the point where the sense and non-sense 
meet each other, and the laughter as the black hole. 

Singularity and the punch line are both points 
where the paradox, the incongruity appears. They 
hit you in a such a way that everything becomes 
blurred. Until a new sense appears. The moment 
a certain way of thinking, of functioning breaks 
down, obliging you to see things differently. A mis-
take that appears in order to make a new under-
standing appear. The element of trouble. 

Laughter and its relation to work/praxis (from 
Greek prattein: “to do” in  the sense of acting), 
and  poiesis (from Greek poiein: “to  pro duce”  
in the sense of bringing into being).

The laughing drawings are drawings made within 
the energy of laughter: for a period of more or less 
3 months I made a laughing drawing each day. The 
laughter is the motor for the drawing, the laughter 
makes the drawing appear. I force myself to me-
chanically produce laughter, which at the same 
time creates a drawing. 

I use the situation of laughter as an intimate situ-
ation. I’m alone while I’m doing these drawings. 
The results do not have a logical form (formless), 

they look like sketches with no apparent sense. 
While I’m doing the drawings, I record myself and 
I show the result in front of the camera. What are 
these laughable drawings? What kind of product 
are these drawings? The laughter as an energy to 
practice, as energy for producing. But what kind  
of product? 

The failure element. The result as a failure, in the 
strict sense of the product. The failure is accentu-
ated in the fact that this product has no apparent 
function, nor even a sense of beauty. The proposal, 
the motor that brings me into the realization of this 
daily activity is questioning the product as a result. 
The fact that this proposal is a questionable prod-
uct, reinforces the question. In this way the paradox 

 existing or occuring at the present time.

laughingdrawings
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of the meaning of failure became visible: the prod-
uct as failure, the fact that the work exactly brings 
this evidence to the surface, that this question has 
been made visible, exactly provides the evidence for 
the work not being a failure in itself at all. 
 Presenting the work, a certain number of draw-
ings are put together, to create another drawing. 
What kind of pattern shows up in the combina-

tion? Is there a sense appearing out of the puzzling 
of several drawings? Does the recombination of 
different ‘non-sensical’ drawings add a kind of 
sense to them? These are the questions that I’m 
playing with. The question of sense being con-
structed through simple daily labour, through a 
daily constancy in the producing of these drawings.  

Laughingwalk was a proposition for Istanbul. Start-
ing out from an intimate and closed situation, I 
made this proposition for a public space. The propo-
sition consists of a walk of more or less 2 hours. 
Walking and laughing in the streets of Istanbul. 
This proposition came to my mind for several differ-
ent reasons. But the one that was crucial to me, was 
the fact that I make this walk in a different culture, 
with different religious and political references, and 
a completetly different language than mine. 
 The proposition relies on the question: how do 
I laugh in a public space like Istanbul’s? What kind 
of relations can be created? And how can these 
relations through laughter create a certain path? 

Where does the laughter bring me? Which kind of 
contacts, meetings will occur, if they occur at all? 
If the laughter can be a tool for communication, in 
which way can that be? (The fact that the language, 
social and cutural barriers are broken up through 
laughter?). How does the body act, with the laugh-
ter as a motor to move through the city? The laugh-
ter as the energy, the reason for taking up the act of 
walking.   
 The body is in constant activity through laugh-
ter. I’m not interested in a certain statement, but in 
a certain way of acting, in doing. The body in action 
states at the same time that the environment af-
fects and provokes this constant activity. 

The idea of a game structure for and as a perform-
ance came up as a solution to the problem of rep-
resentation. I was struggling all the time with this 
idea. Instead I wanted a structure wherein the body 
would have the liberty to act, to reveal itself in a 
laughing situation. A situation in which a certain 
relationality between all the people involved would 
appear through the laughing. 

I also wanted to put the concepts of ‘authorship’ 
and ‘director’ into question. The picture I’ve 
chosen for the presentation of the Laughingame 
(picture at the cover) has as intention to reflect and 
accentuate this idea of relationality, of the shar-
ing of this experience. The picture is a video frame 
extracted from an interview we made for another 
proposal. All the time we were trying to record the 
interview, we got caught into irrepressible fits of 
laughter.

The idea is to create a working methodology out 
of laughter, of the laughing body, in which the 
body acts and interacts with itself, with the other 
performer, the sound developer, and the public 
(how could the spectator be part of the game?). 
Throughout this structure our relation with laugh-
ter is revealed.

Elements of Laughingame:
expectation
surprise
control/out of control
no language
contagion
no direction
noise
memory
looping
sense/no sense  

laughingwalk 

laughingame
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punch line (decisao/decision)

 amazing horrible
 beautiful ugly
 so nice disgusting
 fantastic terrible 
 incredible looser
 great boring
 impressive nothing
 unbelievable annoying
 mega super mega shit
  i’m so amazed i’m so bored
 it’s fucking brilliant it’s fucking shit
 i love it i hate it
 it’s good it’s bad
 extraordinary dumb
 stupendous stupid  
 sensational awful
 refreshing it’s bullshit
 soo funny soo sad
 wonderful it’s nasty
 exciting   abominable  
 fabulous atrocious
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laughingdrawings
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The Laughing Body was developed within the context 
of the research programme a.pass a.pt. 

a.pass is a post-master artistic research environment 
containing two study programmes: a.pt and a.s.  
 a.pt (advanced performance training) is mainly 
aimed at artists and theoreticians with proven expe-
rience in developing work in the performance field 
who want to question their own work, re-evaluate 
their trajectory, or explore a fascination that doesn’t 
fit institutional standards. 
 a.s (advanced scenography) welcomes artists and 
theoreticians who want to investigate the notion of 
scenography on and off the stage. The programme 
offers practice-based artistic and theoretical input 
to professionals and newcomers in the field who 
wish to expand their thinking about scenography. 
 a.pass welcomes participants with a master’s 
degree in either a practical or theoretical study 
programme and invites them to develop a personal 
practice-based research project, using the princi-
ples of self-organization and collaboration.   
 The a.pass training programme of both a.pt and 
a.s, takes 12 months and is organized in a rotating 
system of three blocks of three months each. At the 
start of each block new participants are admitted 
on the basis of their research proposals. At the end 
of the programme the participants present the 
results of their research to the public. 
 Based on the same principles of transdisci-
plinarity a.pass operates an autonomous research 
platform that can be used in the development of  
a PhD in the Arts. 
 
For up-to-date information on the projects,  
please visit our website: www.apass.be 

Posthogeschool voor Podiumkunsten is funded by the Flemish Community under Education.



marcos simoes

the laughing body
The Laughing Body is the result of a 12 month research project, developed 
by choreographer Marcos Simoes, in the context of the a.pass | a.pt train-
ing  programme. 
 His research trajectory can be traced throughout this publication, as 
well as in a performance and an exhibition that were shown in Antwerp 
(deSingel and lopitâl) in April & May 2009. These works were created in 
collaboration with video maker Marcelo Mardones, composer Christophe 
Albertijn and dancer and choreographer Varinia Canto Vila. All the work 
circles around the notion of the Laughing Body as a significant contem-
porary body strategy in times of confusion and dispersion of meaning.
 This book contains thoughts, visual impressions and collages, reveal-
ing out of different perspectives and practices the challenge posed by  
the Laughing Body.
 


